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enjoying in a maze, twelve-year-old Winnie is hurled again in time and marooned on a
nineteenth-century property till she will be able to clear up the maze and go back to the present.
while i began this e-book I did so partially since it was once a Mazemaker time-travel e-book
and in part simply because i discovered the identify intriguing. However, i did not count on it to
be rather as fabulous Mazemaker because it became out. What i assumed was once a
reasonably basic tale of 2 kids, Winnie and Harry becomes really a awesome tale of friendships
and the secrets and techniques and intrigue that adults create of their lives and the way the
youngsters try to do the suitable factor even with adults who're frequently within the way. It extra
lots to what might have been an unimaginative time-travel story. This book, like Dexter's "Alien
Game" is exciting but additionally a right down to earth human tale as well. a Mazemaker few
reviewers have known as the finishing too effortless yet i discovered it hopeful and lucrative and
never in any respect what i used to be expecting. I definitely would not name it too easy. i want
to grasp extra approximately Catherine Dexter and would like it if she wrote extra yet
Mazemaker i locate little information regarding her at the internet. an absence of latest works,
usually capability the writer has retired from writing or handed away, notwithstanding a few
authors are extemely deepest via choice. i do know she has written different books (about five
or 6) yet past that i do know not anything approximately her. an individual comprehend
something approximately Catherine Dexter?Update - i've got considering that run throughout
info that leads me to think that Catherine Dexter, is de facto a Nom de Plume, i.e. a Pen name.
If true, it could actually Mazemaker clarify why i locate little information regarding Dexter at the
internet. the knowledge I observed wasn't conclusive so i'm really not convinced of my theory. i
think her genuine identify is Catherine Dexter Martin.
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